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Abstract--Data mining is used clustering algorithm based on the K
means clustering and improvement center in cluster may be done 
by selecting acceptable initial cluster centers to converge quickly
the local optimum. Within the proposed work clustering algorithm 
this paper deeply works over the fact that the k
algorithm is extremely sensitive to the initial values but
propose clustering algorithm is best. So as to enhance the
dependence on the initial values, it proposes a clustering algorithm 
supported enhanced center. Through continuous modification to 
density threshold, it gets the more clustering centers, and merges 
them till the specified number of clustering center and a
applied to the various dataset for clustering analysis, so the result 
proves that the improved algorithm optimizes the dependence; 
Finally, achievement best knowledge in dataset it's also analysis of 
the most effective centroids. In clustering best data
the proposed algorithm is best. In clustering 
minimize cluster error through proposed algorithm.

Keywords-Clustering, Data Mining, Clustering, Genetic 
algorithm-K-Means (GAKM), Centroid, K- means Algorithm,

I.  INTRODUCTION

Clustering techniques have become very popular in a number of 
areas, such as engineering, medicine, biology and data mining 
[1]. A good survey on  clustering algorithms
[2]. The k-means algorithm [3] is one of the most widely used 
clustering algorithms. The algorithm partitions the data points 
(objects) into C groups (clusters), so as to minimize the sum of 
the (squared) distances between the data points and the center 
(mean) of the clusters. In spite of its simplicity, the k
algorithm involves a very large number of nearest neighbor 
queries. The high time complexity of the k
makes it impractical for use in the case of having a large 
number of points in the data set. Reducing the large number of 
nearest neighbor queries in the algorithm can accelerate it. In 
addition, the number of distance calculations increases 
exponentially with the increase of the dimensionality of the 
[4]. Many algorithms have been proposed to accelerate the k
means. In, the use of kd-trees [5] is suggested to accelerate the 
k-means. However, backtracking is required, a case in which the 
computation complexity is increased Clustering could also be 
defined as an information reduction tool i.e. used to produce 
subgroups that are a lot of and a lot of manageable than 
individual data point. Basically, clustering is justify as a method 
used for grouping a large variety of knowledge into significant 
teams or clusters supported some similarity between data
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Figure1 Clustering

1. Partitioning Clustering 

The general criterion for partitioning is a combination of high 
similarity of the samples inside of clusters with high 
dissimilarity between distinct clusters. Most partitioning 
methods are distance-based. Given k, the number of partitions 
to construct, a partitioning method creates an initial partitioning 
and then uses an iterative relocation technique that attempts to 
improve the partitioning by moving objec
another [7]. In a good partitioning the objects in the same 
cluster are close or related to each other whereas objects in 
different clusters are far apart or different. Most applications 
adopt popular heuristic methods such as greedy approaches like 
the k-means and k-medoids algorithms which progressively 
improve the clustering quality and approach a local optimum

Figure2 Partitioning Clustering

2. Hierarchical Clustering:  
 
A collection of nested clusters organized as a hierarchical tree 
hierarchical algorithms decompose a information D of n objects 
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into many levels of nested partitioning till every set consists of 
just one object. There are two varieties of hierarchical 
algorithms; an agglomerative that builds the tree from the leaf 
nodes up, whereas a divisive builds the tree from the highest 
down [3]. 

 
Figure3 Hierarchical Clustering 

 
3. Applications of K-Mean Clustering 
 
a. it is used for choosing color palettes on old fashioned 
graphical display devices and Image Quantization 
b. It is relatively efficient and fast.  
c. it is used on acoustic data in speech understanding to convert 
waveforms into one of k categories. 
d. k-means clustering can be applied to machine learning or data 
mining. 
 
4. Different Types of Clusters 
 
a. Centre based clusters: A cluster is a group of objects so that 
an object in a cluster is more closer to the centre‖ of a cluster, 
than to the centre of other cluster – The centre of a cluster is 
called a centroid, the average of all the points in the cluster, or a 
medoid, the most representative‖ point of a cluster [8]. 
b. Contiguous clusters: a cluster is a group of points such that 
a single point in a cluster is closer to one or more other points in 
the cluster than to any other point not in the cluster. 
c. Density- based clusters: A cluster is dense region of points, 
which is individual separated by low-density regions, from the 
other regions of high density regions. It used when the clusters 
are very irregular, and when noise and outliers are available 
d. Well-separated clusters: A cluster is a collection of points 
such that any other point in a cluster closer or more similar to 
each and every other point in the cluster than to any point not in 
the cluster [8]. 
 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

Amar Singh et al. [9]. They explained about Re-engineering 
software system is the recovery of software architecture and in 
software architecture recovery involves clustering. In this paper 
they guide us to introduce an approach that collectively 
clustering with matching technique to discover a decomposition 
which is well understood. Pattern matching is a technique under 
which architectural clues can be identified. All these clues are 
helpful to access an interclass similarity measure in clustering 
algorithm to produce the decomposition which is also known as 
final system decomposition. Adding a new updating in current 

existing software is always a challenging task but it also helpful 
to reduce the complexity in work. It is also necessary to keep 
update every error, patch or hack, for batter performance of any 
software system or a software architecture. Architectural clue 
collect the source model is designed with proper information. 

Wang Shunye et al.[10] . A proposed a title “An Improved 
innovative Center Using K-means Clustering Algorithm and 
FCM”by the problem of random selection of initial centroid and 
similarity measures, the researcher presented a new K-means 
clustering algorithm based on dissimilarity. This improved k-
means clustering algorithm basically consists of 3steps.The first 
step discussed is the construction of the dissimilarity matrix i.e 
dm.Secondly, Huffman tree based on the Huffman algorithm is 
created according to dissimilarity matrix. The output of 
Huffman tree gives the initial centroid. Lastly the k-means 
algorithm is applies to initial centroids to get k cluster as output. 
Iris, Wine and Balance Scale datasets are selected from UIC 
machine learning repository to test the proposed algorithm. 
Compared to traditional k-means the proposed algorithm gives 
better accuracy rates and results. 

 Navneet Kaur et al. [11.] Enhanced the traditional k-means by 
introducing Ranking method. Author introduces Ranking 
Method to overcome the deficiency of more execution time 
taken by traditional k-means. The Ranking Method is a way to 
find the occurrence of similar data and to improve search 
effectiveness. The tool used to implement the improved 
algorithm is Visual Studio 2008 using C#. The advantages of k-
means are also analysed in this paper. The author finds k-means 
as fast, robust and easy understandable algorithm. He also 
discuss that the clusters are non-heirarchical in nature and are 
not overlapping in nature. The process used in the algorithm 
takes student marks as data set and then initial centroid is 
selected. Euclidean distance is then calculated from centroid for 
each data object. Then the threshold value is set for each data 
set. Ranking Method is applied next and finally the clusters are 
created based on minimum distance between the data point and 
the centroid. The future scope of this paper is use of Query 
Redirection can be used to cluster huge amount of data from 
various databases..   

 Don Kulasiri et al. [12] .Described a useful survey of fuzzy 
clustering in main three categories. The first category is 
basically the fuzzy clustering depends on exact fuzzy relation. 
The second one is the fuzzy clustering based on single objective 
function. Finally, it is given an overview of a nonparametric 
classifier. That is the fuzzy generalized k nearest neighbor rule. 
The fuzzy clustering algorithms have obtained great success in a 
variety of substantive areas 

Md.Nasim Akhtar et al [13] .An algorithm to compute better 
initial centroids based on heuristic method. The newly presented 
algorithm results in highly accurate clusters with decrease in 
computational time. In this algorithm author firstly compute the 
average score of each data points that consists of multiple 
attributes and weight factor. sort is applied to sort the output that 
was previously generated. The data points are then divided into 
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k cluster i.e. number of desired cluster. Finally the nearest 
possible data point of the mean is taken as initial centroid. 
Experimental outputs show that the algorithm reduces the 
number of iterations to assign data into a cluster. But the 
algorithm still deals with the problem of assigning number of 
desired cluster as input. 

Juntao Wang et al. [14] .Discuss an improved k-means 
clustering algorithm to deal with the problem of oulier 
detection of existing k-means algorithm. The proposed 
algorithm uses noise data filter to deal with this problem. 
Density based outlier detection method is applied on the data 
to be clustered so as to remove the outliers. The motive of this 
method is that the outliers may not be engaged in computation 
of initial cluster centres. In the next step fast global k-means 
algorithm proposed by Aristidis Likas is applied to the output 
generated previously. The results between k-means and 
improved k-means are compared using Iris, Wine, and 
Abolone datasets. The Factors used to test are clustering 
accuracy and clustering time. The disadvantage of the 
improved k-means is that while dealing with large data sets ,it 
will cost more time 
 
S. Rana et al. [15]. Proposed a algorithm named as Boundary 
Restricted Adaptive Particle Swam Optimization (BRAPSO) 
algorithm with boundary restriction strategy for particles that 
travel outside the boundary search space during PSO process. 
Nine data sets were used for the experimental testing of BR-
APSO algorithm, and its results were compared with PSO as 
well as some other PSO variants namely, K-PSO, NM-PSO, 
and K-Means clustering algorithms. It has been found that the 
proposed algorithm is robust, generates more accurate results 
and its convergence speed is also fast as compared to other 
algorithms. 
 
Feng Xie et al. [16]. Worked out an adaptive particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) on individual level. By analyzing the 
social model of PSO, a replacing criterion based on the 
diversity of fitness between current particle and the best 
historical experience is introduced to maintain the social 
attribution of swarm adaptively by removing inactive 
particles. Three benchmark functions were tested which 
indicates its improvement in the average performance.  
 
Jianchao Fan et al. [17]. Proposed a particle swarm 
optimization approach with dynamic neighborhood based on 
kernel fuzzy clustering and variable trust region methods 
(called FT-DNPSO) for large-scale optimization. It adaptively 
adjusts the initial region and clusters different dimension into 
groups, which expedites convergence and search in the 
effective range. The adaptive strategy avoids or alleviates the 
prematurity of the PSO algorithm. The simulation results, with 
eight classical benchmark functions, twenty CEC2010 test 
ones and soft computing special session test; demonstrate that 
the proposed FT-DNPSO outperformed other PSO algorithms 
for large-scale optimization.  
 

Chetna Sethi et al. [18]. Proposed a Linear PCA based hybrid 
K-Means clustering and PSO algorithm (PCA-K-PSO). In 
(PCA-K-PSO) algorithm the fast convergence of K-Means 
algorithm and the global searching ability of Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) are combined for clustering large data 
sets using Linear PCA. Better clustering results can be 
obtained with PCA-K-PSO as compared to ordinary PSO. This 
was effectively developed in order to make its use for efficient 
clustering of high- dimensional data sets.  
 
Fernandez et al.  [19].The image compression problem using 
genetic clustering algorithms based on the pixels of the image 
was proposed in. GA was used to obtain an ordered 
representation of the image and then the clustering was 
performed to obtain the compression. 
 
Ji Zhou et al. [20].They explained about the reverse 
engineering concept is quite famous these days and related to 
recovery of software architecture. There are number of 
technique which as used in this paper to recover software 
architecture, one of them is clustering technique, which source 
the same component from software. Generally the component 
feature is vague. A group of same data element is known as 
clustering. This technique is as older and it’s used also in 
science and engineering. In simple words, identifying the 
number of data element, calculating similar coefficient and 
following the clustering method is called as clustering 
technique. The main function of the clustering technique is 
speedy and efficient recovery of software architecture by using 
fuzzy clustering technique. In this paper the major impact of this 
study shown that architecture recovery can be done batter by 
fuzzy clustering instead of ordinary clustering. 

III.  EXPECT OUTCOME  

 A study new research in the field of data mining and identify 
various challenges in the field of following objective to work in 
the field of center using clustering technique. 

1. Minimum cluster and get useful information 
2. Increase accuracy in clustering technique.  
3. Find reliable data and best possible answer  
4. Minimize error-values in clustering             

     
IV.  CONCLUSION 

 
Clustering has a crucial role in different applications. The 
commonly used efficient clustering algorithm is k-means 
clustering. K-means clustering is an important topic of 
research now days in data mining. This paper has presented a 
survey of most recent research work done in this area. 
However k-means is still at the stage of exploration and 
development. The survey concludes that many improvements 
are basically required on k-means to improve problem of 
cluster initialization, cluster quality and efficiency of 
algorithm. On the other hand in this paper we study the three 
clustering algorithms one is, simple K-Means partitioning 
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algorithm. and the GAKM an hybrid algorithm which is the 
combination of simple K-Means and Genetic Algorithm. K-
means is combine with GA to get the optimize no. of clusters 
from the result of simple K Means algorithm .Both algorithm 
are simple to understand and can be applicable for various type 
of data like genomic data set, numerical data set. 
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